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Dear Justice Pepper and the Hydraulic Fracturing Panel, 

Thank you again for the detailed Interim Report and also the opportunity to present our feedback at 

the recent presentations in Katherine on the 8th August 2017. 

Further to the concerns we raised about the ‘social impact assessment being performed by 

Coffey’ we are submitting an edited recorded version of the meeting that occurred on 

Thursday 27th July with representatives from ECNT who met with Pat Vidler and Elizabeth 

McCrudden from Coffey. I am also submitting the visual aid that was provided to me on a 

Skype meeting with Pat Vidler via Skype on the 17th August 2017 (please note this is after 

our presentation in Katherine where we initially raised these concerns).  

We did seek approval to record the details of the meeting before this recording was made. 

We can also provide a copy of the full recording if required.  

We believe this recording demonstrates our concerns, which include the following: 

 A pro onshore gas bias held by Coffey

 Not a shared development scenario with economists

 No gasfield photos and not happy to share the materials and photos they are
using.

 Visiting places to do consultations based on their assessment of areas
prioritising jobs.

In my consultation with Pat Vidler, he was still using the same scenario presented on the 8th 
August and said that it wasn’t possible to use the same scenario used by the Acil Allen and 
their economic analysis. I quote: 

‘They didn’t have their scenario finalised by the time we went into the field.  Also the report 
they are putting together is ‘location agnostic’ and they are doing analysis based on cost and 
demand of gas and different capital costs etc based on these scenarios. The economic 
consultants are also making the assumption that there is only one project. Despite this Pat 
believes their assumptions are aligned. He also stated that the scenarios used to model the 
economics are ‘demand driven’ and will only go ahead if  they are viable. Thus they are 
unable to use the same scenario and will just assume a viable project for the Origin scenario 
they are presenting. (This consultation was also recorded and can be provided). 

Scenarios based only on Origin’s possible development over a 500km area and no other 

details of other companies’ possible projects over the entire Beetaloo Sub-basin area, is still 

what is being presented by Coffey in their social impact assessment. We believe this raises 

doubts about the accuracy of comments obtained from the community regarding the 
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impact of a hydraulic fracking development in the Beetaloo Sub-basin area. It also shows the 

difficulty in providing information that enables ‘prior informed consent’ when there is much 

uncertainty and selective information being provided, even with the Panel overseeing this 

consultation.  

Thank you for your consideration of this information 

Warm regards 

Shar Molloy 

Director 

Environment Centre NT 
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